Routing valley exciton emission of a monolayer via in-plane inversion-symmetry broken PhC slabs
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a, PhC slabs with C4 symmetry and without in-plane inversion symmetry. By breaking the in-plane inversion symmetry, the polarization states of PhC can cover entire Poincaré sphere's two poles. b, Illustration of photoluminescence of WS2 monolayer on the PhC slab without in-plane inversion symmetry. Credit: Jiajun Wang, Han Li, Yating Ma, Maoxiong Zhao, Wenzhe Liu, Bo Wang, Shiwei Ma, Xiaohan Liu, Lei Shi, Tian Jiang, and Jian Zi

The valleys of two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) offer a new degree of freedom for information processing and have attracted tremendous interest for their possible applications in valleytronics. To develop valleytronics devices based on TMDCs, effective approaches to separate valleys in the near or far field are indispensable. In recent research, kinds of nanostructures are proposed to separate valleys and much progress has been made.

In a new paper published in Light Science & Applications, a team of scientists, led by Professor Jian Zi, Professor Lei Shi from Fudan University and Professor Tian Jiang from National University of Defense Technology, and co-workers demonstrate that two-dimensional all-dielectric PhC slabs without in-plane inversion symmetry can be used to efficiently separate valley exciton emission of a WS$_2$ monolayer in the far field at room temperature.

Based on circularly polarized delocalized Bloch modes, the valley exciton emission is routed with high directionality and high degree of valley polarization. The delocalized Bloch modes not only play a critical role in separating and enhancing directional valley exciton emission, but also lead to spatial coherence properties of the emission field, which were neglected in the past studies. This property of the PhC slab extends the coherence control on PL of WS$_2$ monolayer from temporal coherence to spatial coherence.

Due to the powerful ability of manipulating light, PhCs have been widely applied in various researches, such as PhC lasers and spontaneous emission control of TMDCs. However, to date, there are no reports of effective valley separation in TMDCs by using PhCs. The scientists introduce their method:

a-f, Angle-resolved PL spectra of WS2 monolayer on three different substrates with $?^+$ ($?^-$) detection along $?-X$ direction. a and b correspond to WS2 monolayer on a flat substrate. c and d correspond to WS2 monolayer on the PhC slab with in-plane inversion symmetry. e and f correspond to WS2 monolayer on the PhC slab without in-plane inversion symmetry. g-h, Separation of $?^+$ (red) and $?-^-$ (blue) polarized light at 615 nm (dot line) and 628
"For the radiative modes of PhC slabs, their polarization states in the far field are strictly defined. However, owing to high rotation symmetry, the polarization field is nearly linear in most PhC slabs. In our recent research, we reported that by breaking in-plane inversion symmetry of PhC slabs, circularly polarized states would emerge in photonic bands. This lays the foundation for us to control valley exciton emission via PhC slabs."

"Especially, the PhCs' Bloch modes are delocalized, which would lead to the coherence properties of TMDs’ emission field. We performed the Young's double-slit experiment to directly observe the interference fringes."

"Our method could be extended to manipulate valley exciton emission of other TMDs monolayers. The ability of this PhC slabs to transport valley information from the near field to the far field would help to develop photonic devices based on valleytronics," they added.
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